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Hypothesis: Upon cooling, alkanes can form intermediate phases between liquid and crystal. They are
called ‘‘rotator” or ‘‘plastic” phases and have long-range positional order with rotational freedom around
the long molecular axis which gives them non-trivial and useful visco-plastic properties. We expect that
the formation and structure of rotator phases formed in freezing alkanes can be understood much deeper
by tracking the process at molecular level with atomistic molecular dynamics.
Simulations: We defined an appropriate CHARMM36-based computational protocol for simulating the
freezing of hexadecane, which contained a sufficiently long (500 ns) equilibrium sampling of the frozen
states. We employed it to simulate successfully the freezing of bulk and interface-contacting hexadecane
and to provide a pioneering clarification of the effect of surfactant on the crystallization mechanism and
on the type of intermolecular ordering in the crystallites.
Findings: The devised computational protocol was able to reproduce the experimentally observed polycrys-
talline structure formed upon cooling. However, different crystallization mechanisms were established for
the two typesofmodels. Crystallites nucleate at random locations in thebulk and start growing rapidlywithin
tens of nanoseconds. In contrast, the surfactants freeze first during the fast cooling (<1 ns), followed by rapid
hexadecane freezing, with nucleation starting along the entire surfactant adsorption layer. Thereby, the hex-
adecanemolecules formrotatorphaseswhich transition into amorestable orderedphase. This collective tran-
sition is first-time visualized directly. The developed robust computational protocol creates a foundation for
future in-depth modelling and analysis of solid-state alkane-containing, incl. lipid, structures.
� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Alkanes and their mixtures have a remarkable and non-trivial
physical property - they form intermediate structural phases
between the isotropic liquid and the regularly ordered solid crys-
talline phase [1,2]. These intermediate phases are usually called
‘‘rotator phases” or ‘‘plastic phases” because the alkane molecules
therein retain considerable freedom in terms of molecular rotation,
although they have long-range positional order in three-
dimensional space (as in a real crystal lattice) and exhibit complex
visco-plastic rheological behaviour [3].

Rotator phases have some unique features, leading to surface
freezing instead of the more typical surface melting of solids. Var-
ious phenomena and characteristics related to rotator phases were
studied, incl. crystal nucleation, entropy and enthalpy of crystal-
lization, surface energy between the crystal and its melt, entropy
and enthalpy of phase transition in surface layers, etc. [1,4,5]. All
these phenomena are very important in the context of applications
of alkanes [6], as well as in the understanding and analysis of phase
transitions in lipid molecular assemblies in biosystems, such as
bio-membranes and lipid vesicles [1,7].

The newly observed phenomena of ‘‘self-shaping” and ‘‘self-
bursting” are also related to the presence of rotator phases in
alkane drops [8–12]. In alkane-in-water emulsions, a spontaneous
change in the droplets shape is observed upon existence of rotator
phases [13]. These phenomena can be used to construct complex
hierarchical supramolecular structures [8,9,12]. Currently, five
rotator phases (denoted as RI to RV) are registered for alkanes [9],
differing by the intermolecular arrangement and by the tilt of the
molecules with respect to the crystal plane.

Thermodynamically stable rotator phases are observed in bulk
alkanes with odd number of carbon atoms in the chain at 11 or
more C atoms [1,14]. For bulk alkanes with even number of carbon
atoms, thermodynamically stable rotator phases are registered for
representatives with 22 C atoms or more [14]. This difference in
the minimum chain length for the formation of stable rotator
phases in bulk alkanes reveals the important role of molecular
symmetry and packing in the alkane crystallization. This is also
reflected in the crystal lattices of alkanes. Even-numbered alkanes
with a chain length between 14 and 24 C atoms form a triclinic
crystal lattice, between 26 and 38 C atoms – a monoclinic one,
and between 40 and 66 C atoms – an orthorhombic crystal lattice
[15]. Conversely, odd alkanes with a chain length between 13 and
41 C atoms freeze in an orthorhombic lattice, while shorter-chain
odd number alkanes crystallise in a triclinic space group [15].

Micro- and nano-confinements can significantly change the
phase transition temperatures and the stability of the phases
formed [13]. The confinement strongly influences the crystalliza-
tion and the formation of intermediate rotator phases. Phases
observed only with bulk long-chain alkanes may appear stable or
metastable in confined spaces for much shorter alkanes. Both the
confinement geometry (pores, microcapsules, emulsion drops)
and the chemical nature of the confinement wall (for emulsions,
the type of surfactant adsorbing on the alkane drop surface) can
affect the phase behaviour of alkanes. The presence of confinement
and surface curvature also influences the type and rate of crystal-
lization. The surface nucleation mechanism is activated and crys-
tallization rates are much higher when rotator phases are formed
[16,17]. All these studies show that surfactants in the adsorption
layer and surface curvature play an important role in the formation
of rotator phases in emulsion drops [17].

The rotator phases are extensively studied experimentally but
at the molecular level many questions remain unanswered because
of limitations in the resolution of the experimental techniques.
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Hence, molecular modelling would be very helpful to deepen our
knowledge about these interesting but complex structures and
the related phenomena.

The properties of rotator phases are described in a number of
molecular simulation studies [18–40] (see also the Supporting
Information, Section: Overview of molecular simulations studying
rotator phases of alkanes). Ryckaert et al. [23,24] performed ato-
mistic MD simulations of shorter chains and confirmed the impor-
tance of the longitudinal translation for the rotator phases. The
latter were effectuated by 90� flips of the molecules about their
long axes. The separate molecules were reported to be in all-
trans conformation and to have mobile chain ends. Frank and van
der Merwe [41] proposed that the rotation of a given alkyl chain
could occur by a soliton-like step-by-step propagation of a dihedral
kink defect down the chain. This type of motion was observed also
in the work of Doherty and Hopfinger [42] and of Milner et al. [39].
Guillaume et al. [43] introduced the orientations of the molecules
with respect to the ab plane as an order parameter to characterize
the intermolecular packing.

Cao et al. [34] unveiled that the RII � RI phase transition was
first-order. Stable triclinic structure and rotator phase for the
odd-parity alkanes was observed, while for the even-parity ones
shorter than C20 the triclinic crystalline structure was stable but
the rotator phase was not. Wentzel et al. [37,38] tested several
all-atom potentials and found that the results with a Flexible Wil-
liams force field [44] were closer to the experimental data. Rotator
phases in odd-parity alkanes were found to be stable in a wide
temperature range but the relative stability of the possible crystal
lattices was not predicted accurately.

Rao et al. [45,46] suggested the diffusion and heat capacity of
normal alkanes and their mixtures as indicators, which may be
used to determine the melting point. Tsuchiya et al. [47,48] pro-
posed radial distribution functions of the carbon atoms as a sensi-
tive melting point indicator. Burrows et al. [49] compared the
accuracy of seven different force fields (all-atom, united-atom
and coarse-grained) for describing liquid-to-solid and solid-to-
liquid phase transitions in normal alkanes. Most of the force fields
were modified in order to reproduce better the properties of the
modelled systems. The mass fraction of the crystalline phase was
adopted as a criterion for melting. The melting point was consid-
ered to be the temperature at which the smallest change in the
densities of the liquid and crystalline phases upon melting was
registered. Mass densities of the liquid alkanes yielded by the
CHARMM36, L-OPLS and Williams 7B force fields corresponded
best to the experimantal values. For C15H32 and C16H34, the diffu-
sion coefficient was best reproduced by CHARMM36, and for
C8H18 Williams 7B performed best. For C15H32, all atomistic force
fields predicted a transition from a herringbone arrangement to a
monoclinic phase, which is inconsistent with experiments. This
was also observed by Wentzel & Milner [38]. The transition from
crystalline phase to RI was accomplished only by COMPASS and
Williams 7/7B. For C16H34, all atomistic force fields reproduced
the formation of a triclinic crystal phase. Bratek et al. also bench-
mark the ability of a set of force fields to compute properties of
n-pentadecane in liquid (298 K) and solid (277 K) state [50]. They
conclude that CHARMM36 and the newest version of OPLS repro-
duce well most of the properties in the two physical states.

In summary, both pure alkanes and mixtures are theoretically
studied by molecular simulations. Procedures are developed to
predict the solid-to-liquid transition temperature from the self-
diffusion coefficient and heat capacity [45] and also from a change
in the profile of the radial distribution function of the carbon atoms
in the system [47]. The transitions of C23H48 from crystal phase to
RI, from RII to RI and back are also described, using specially devel-



Fig. 1. (A) Carbon skeleton of hexadecane with numbering of the atoms. The same
numbering applies for the carbons in the alkyl chain of the surfactant; the gray
arrow denotes the vector C3-C13 (see text); illustration of the simulated molecular
models of (B) bulk HEX and (C) HEX/Surf/water.
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oped order parameters [37]. MD simulations of C18H38, C19H40 and
C20H42 close to their melting temperatures are performed. In
C19H40, a spontaneous transition from crystalline phase to RI is
observed, initiated by correlated ‘‘jumps” of molecules along their
long axis and rotation of the molecules by 90� about this axis [36].
In the case of even alkanes, the formation of RI and RII phases is
observed. MD simulations are complemented by NMR and IQNS
experiments that investigate the structure of the RI phase of
C19H40 [43]. The accuracy of seven different force fields for describ-
ing phase transitions in normal alkanes is compared, as well as the
ability to predict melting points, density and self-diffusion coeffi-
cients [49]. From the results summarised briefly above, it can be
concluded that none of the potentials can predict all properties
of the studied alkanes, while CHARMM36, COMPASS and Williams
7 give acceptable estimates.

The results from MD simulations described so far are in most
cases based on relatively short simulations, from 10 ps [21] to
20 ns [49] equilibrium trajectories, with only one report analysing
100 ns to 300 ns MD runs [50]. Most often, the simulations start
from crystalline phase and the change during melting is studied
[e.g. 23, 24, 40] because such an approach is much faster. However,
when studying alkanes with even number of carbon atoms in the
chain (shorter than C20), it is important to track the cooling process
because rotator phases are observed experimentally in these sys-
tems upon cooling only [13]. In some instances [45,46,49], aver-
aged thermodynamic characteristics are presented but the
system is not in equilibrium either due to short simulation time
or to the choice of computational protocol which involves constant
temperature change in the system, thus contradicting the concept
of equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD). In addition, simulations
of alkanes in the presence of surfactants and water have not been
carried out yet.

The current work aims at elucidating further the molecular
mechanisms of freezing of alkane-containing systems with special
focus on the detection and characterization of rotator phases
therein. We perform equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations
of bulk hexadecane and hexadecane/surfactant/water mixture, the
latter being simulated upon freezing for the first time. We test four
different all-atom force fields and select the most appropriate one
for the subsequent computations by demonstrating through com-
parison to experimental data that it is able to reproduce the key fea-
tures of the phase transition. The temperature of phase transition
upon cooling, the effect of initial and final temperature, and the
molecular structure after freezing are clarified. The nucleation
mechanism and its dependence on the presence of surfactants is
highlighted, which lacks in previous studies. As another novelty, a
collective transition of the alkane molecules from an initial rotator
phase to a more ordered state is registered and visualized.
2. Molecular models and computational protocol

Two types of model systems are investigated in this study. The
first one is bulk hexadecane (denoted further on as bulk HEX) con-
sisting of 440 molecules (22000 atoms). The second one contains
494 molecules hexadecane, 108 surfactant C16(EO)2 molecules
and 2778 water molecules (HEX/Surf/water model, �43000 atoms)
arranged at a flat interface (Fig. 1).

The starting structures of both systems are ordered. The mole-
cules are placed on the nodes of a regular hexagonal lattice and
each of them is rotated randomly about the long molecular axis
to accelerate melting. The initial area per molecule is 0.195 nm2

and corresponds to the experimental value for triclinic crystal hex-
adecane [13,51]. The model of bulk HEX consists of four layers
along the c direction (which coincides with the z axis of the peri-
odic box). Each layer contains 110 molecules – 11 in each row
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along the x direction and 10 along y. The initial configuration of
the HEX/Surf/water model consists of the same hydrocarbon con-
struct, appended to a symmetric surfactant/water/surfactant slab.
The mirrored adsorption layers (Fig. 1, bottom left) are built of
rows of alternating hexadecane and C16(EO)2 molecules (as pro-
posed in Ref. 9). Due to the lack of experimental data for this par-
ticular system, an initial HEX:Surf ratio of 1:2 was chosen. It may
then self-adjust during the melting within the chosen computa-
tional setup. The molecules in the initial adsorption layers are also
evenly spaced. The hydrophilic heads of the surfactants are sol-
vated with water molecules taken from a standard liquid water
box equilibrated at 300 K. The initial thickness of the water slab
is 4.5 nm.

A hexagonal periodic box is used for all simulations with initial
dimensions 5.2 � 4.5 � 9 nm for bulk hexadecane and 5.2 � 4.5
� 17.2 nm for the hexadecane/surfactant/water system. Periodic
boundary conditions are applied in all directions.

The energy of the two model systems is minimised first. Then,
they are heated to 350 K with a rate of 1 K/ps in NVT ensemble
and equilibrated for 200 ns in NPT ensemble (P = 1 bar) at the final
temperature. After this stage, we achieved fully isotropic liquid,
which was chosen as initial configuration for subsequent MD sim-
ulations. In the next step, the systems are cooled down to 300 K or
to 273 K at the same rate of 1 K/ps. We performed also cooling to
different temperatures below 300 K, but in this case we used as an
initial configuration the final snapshot (at 200 ns) from the simu-
lations at 300 K. At all tested final temperatures, we perform pro-
duction simulations of 200 ns after the cooling except for the
systems at 278 K, for which 500 ns long trajectories are generated.
For the simulations at 278 K, three independent trajectories with
different initial velocities are generated for each of the two model
systems. No changes are witnessed and the results discussed below
are representative of the behaviour in all independent runs.

An NPT ensemble with isotropic pressure scaling is used in the
production stage for bulk hexadecane and with semi-isotropic
pressure scaling for HEX/Surf/water. These types of pressure scal-
ing follow the recommendations of numerous soft matter molecu-
lar dynamics simulations from the last two decades of bulk
molecular systems (normally simulated with isotropic pressure
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scaling) and of lipid bilayers solvated with water (for which semi-
isotropic coupling is used), respectively. The thermostat and baro-
stat are v-rescale [52] with a coupling constant of 0.1 ps and
Berendsen [53] with a coupling constant of 0.8 ps, respectively.
Compressibility of 7.3 � 10-5 bar�1 [54] is assigned in all directions
of space. The Berendsen barostat is selected because it allows semi-
isotropic pressure coupling for the surfactant-stabilized interface
and is a very conceptually and numerically stable barostat. It is
almost the only alternative, which would ensure consistent pres-
sure coupling before, during and after a phase transition. The
Parrinello-Rahman barostat [55] with the same types of pressure
coupling for the two model systems (isotropic for bulk HEX and
semi-isotropic HEX/Surf/water) or with fully anisotropic scaling
was also tested by performing 500 ns equilibrium simulations at
278 K (maintained with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [56]) of the sys-
tems cooled down to this temperature. However, all models
remained in the liquid state and no phase transition was observed.
Therefore, the Berendsen barostat was retained for all simulations.

The potential for the van der Waals interactions is Lennard-
Jones and it is truncated at a distance of 1.2 nm with a switching
function activated at 1 nm. The electrostatic interactions are calcu-
lated with PME [57–59], where the real-space summation is trun-
cated at 1.2 nm with a switching function turned on at 1.0 nm. The
reciprocal-space part is fit by a fourth-order polynomial using B-
spline with a Fourier grid spacing of 0.12 nm. The time step is
2 fs and the equations of motion are integrated with leap-frog.
The lengths of all hydrogen-containing bonds are fixed with LINCS
[60] and those in water – with SETTLE [61]. Coordinates are written
every 10 ps to the trajectory file.

We tested four different all-atom force fields: CHARMM36 [62],
Lipid17 [63], AMBER99 [64] and OPLS-AA [65] in combination with
TIP4P [66,67] water model. We select these force fields because
they are parameterised for a large set of lipids, with special focus
on the description of the alkyl tails. The L-OPLS [68] force field
has been shown to provide accurate results for lipid-containing
systems. However, it required some empirical readjustment of
atomic charges in order to reproduce a phase transition in bulk
pentadecane. Such readjustment of charges would not be straight-
forward in heterogeneous systems such as HEX/Surf/water and,
therefore, we preferred to perform the tests with the standard
OPLS-AA force field.

The starting structure for the simulations with each force field
was identical. The same computational protocol as described above
was applied for all force fields.

The simulations are carried out with the program package Gro-
macs 2020 [69]. VMD 1.9.4 [70] is used for visualization of the
trajectories.
3. Results and discussion

To characterise the phase transition in the model systems, a set
of thermodynamic parameters was monitored. A procedure to iso-
late the multiple ordered domains (crystallites) formed during
freezing was developed. To determine the types of ordered phases
obtained in the simulations, several structural analyses were
made: intermolecular radial distribution functions (RDF), deu-
terium order parameters of the alkyl chains, 2D Voronoi analysis
[71,72], and tilt angle of the molecules relative to the crystallite
plane (Supporting Information, Section: Calculation of tilt angles
within crystallites, Figures S1-S4).
4. Testing of atomistic force fields

Four different all-atom force fields (CHARMM36 [62], Lipid17
[63], AMBER99 [64] and OPLS-AA [65]) are tested to determine
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which of them would describe most accurately the phase changes
in the model systems (Figure S5). A few criteria were set: (i) a
phase transition from regular lattice to isotropic liquid had to be
observed when heating the systems to 350 K; (ii) freezing had to
take place after cooling the systems to various temperatures
between 273 K and 300 K; (iii) the density of the system had to
reproduce the experimental data in the liquid state.

The experimental data for the density [73] were reproduced
almost quantitatively by CHARMM36 (Fig. 2). This force field also
provided densities of the liquid matching those of previous MD
simulations [49]. Moreover, this force field was the only one with
which all phase transitions were observed, from regular lattice to
isotropic liquid and then to an ordered phase at low temperature.
The latter is evidenced by the abrupt jump in density between
280 K and 278 K. This jump was observed in both types of models.
None of the other force fields was able to capture both transitions
(Figure S5). OPLS and AMBER could not achieve the initial solid-to-
liquid transition. None of the systems was melted when heated to
350 K. In order to find the temperature where the system melted
with AMBER, bulk HEX was heated even up to 1000 K but it could
not be liquefied. In contrast, Lipid17 successfully melted the sys-
tem. However, the hydrocarbons modelled with it could not
undergo the transition to an ordered phase at any of the investi-
gated low temperatures.

Since CHARMM36 is the only force field which was able to
describe the model systems both qualitatively and quantitatively,
it was used for the rest of the simulations. Due to the good corre-
spondence of the density with the experimental value, it may be
assumed that this classical potential may be utilized to estimate
bulk thermodynamic characteristics of alkane-rich systems. This
is in agreement with the conclusions made in a recent study of
Glova et al. [74]. They benchmark by MD a series of all-atom and
united-atom force fields by modelling bulk n-eicosane and com-
paring its properties to experimental data. It is concluded that
CHARMM36 represents very well the structural and thermody-
namic, incl. mass density, characteristics of this alkane in a wide
temperature range (450 K to 250 K).

The success of CHARMM36 over the other biomolecular force
fields is most probably due to the following reasons: (i) its param-
eters were specifically tuned to represent the intermolecular
arrangement of lipid supramolecular assemblies in various phase
states; (ii) the derivation of the parameters in CHARMM relies on
proper balance of solute–solute and solute–solvent intermolecular
interaction energies; (iii) the torsional potentials for the lipid tails
in CHARMM are carefully parameterised in terms ofmassive confor-
mational averaging and reproduction of quantum mechanically
generated trans/gauche interconversion energy profiles; (iv) electro-
statics is somewhat more dampened because of the use of partial
atomic charges from semi-empirical calculations. Therefore,
CHARMM36 is employed for all subsequent simulations.

First, bulk HEX was cooled down with CHARMM36 from 300 K
to several different temperatures to check whether freezing took
place. It was confirmed that the phase transition occured irrespec-
tive of the final temperature as long as it was 278 K or lower.
Thereby, crystallites were formed and it should be noted that sim-
ilar total mass density of the frozen system was obtained at each
final temperature.
5. Physicochemical parameters – temperature, enthalpy and
density

Several thermodynamic properties of the systems were moni-
tored, which are important for the phase transition, namely, the
temperature, enthalpy, and density (Fig. 3).



Fig. 2. Density of the entire model systems at different temperatures averaged for the last 20 ns of the respective MD trajectory with CHARMM36 force field: (A) bulk HEX
and (B) HEX/Surf/water; the experimental data are from Ref. 73.

Fig. 3. Illustrative evolution of physical–chemical parameters during crystallization of bulk HEX after cooling from 300 K to 273 K: (A) temperature, (B) enthalpy and (C) mass
density.
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A sharp change in the enthalpy and density is observed upon
freezing in all cases. This change is indicative of first order phase
transition in the two types of systems, which is in accordance with
experimental data [2] and previous simulations [18]. The two
quantities change as expected – the enthalpy decreases upon
freezing, while the density increases. It is also important that the
average temperature remains constant throughout the whole sim-
ulation. In a first order phase transition it is expected that there is
no change in this property and, hence, the constant temperature
profile serves as an additional validation of the simulations. It
ensures also that the simulations are carried out at quasi-
equilibrium conditions. The combined behaviour of the three prop-
747
erties may be used as a reliable fingerprint of a phase transition
during MD simulations.

The enthalpy changes of the phase transition are collected in
Table 1. To calculate them for the two model systems, the differ-
ence between the enthalpies of the isotropic liquid and the ordered
system (denoted with a green arrow in Fig. 3B) was taken. Cho-
lakova et al. [13] show that 65–75 % of the total phase transition
enthalpy is due to the formation of a rotator phase. In most cases,
our calculated data are in the range of 71 % to 82 % of the experi-
mental total enthalpy change. Thus, the systems we obtain in the
simulations are in rotator phase or they are transitioning from
rotator to a crystal phase, according to the enthalpy changes.



Table 1
Enthalpies of the phase transitions (DH) observed during the MD simulations; Ti and
Tf denote the initial and final temperature, respectively; experimental data [13] are
given for comparison.

System Ti ? Tf, K DH, J/g DH
DHexp

, %

Experimental (liquid to triclinic) 236 100
Bulk HEX 300 ? 273 K 188 80

300 ? 275 K 170 72
300 ? 278 K 193 82
350 ? 273 K 168 71

HEX/Surf/water 300 ? 278 K 184 78
350 ? 273 K 182 77
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The density profiles of all simulated systems are presented in
Fig. 4. Freezing is observed in both types of models when the tem-
perature is 278 K or lower. This comparison shows that the pres-
ence of the surfactant/water interface does not change the
freezing point, which corresponds qualitatively to the experimen-
tal data [13]. However, there is a quantitative difference of the
freezing point obtained from the simulations compared to the
experimental value of bulk HEX (291.32 K) [13]. This difference
can stem from two reasons. One of them is the supercooling of
the system due to its nanoscopic size [13]. The second one might
be a tendency of the force field to lower the phase transition tem-
perature. Such an effect was reported for lipid-containing systems
modeled with CHARMM36 [62]. In order to check this, we simu-
lated the HEX/Surf/water model at 289 K (which is just slightly
below the experimental freezing point of this system), however,
Fig. 4. Mass density as a function of time for (A) bulk HEX and (C) HEX/Surf/water at 30
cooled from 300 K to different temperatures; the dashed lines represent the experimen
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with a nucleation seed (several ordered molecules) already present
in the initial configuration. The system froze at this temperature,
forming a single crystallite. Hence, we can conclude that the lower
freezing points in our simulations are a direct result of supercool-
ing, due to the nano-dimensions of the simulated systems. The
quantitative deviation of the freezing point, however, should not
influence the target properties of the current study. It should be
noted that the spontaneous (without any artificial restraints or bias
applied) freezing phase transition is observed consistently in the
current study with a classical all-atom force field containing all
essential bonded and non-bonded terms, and relatively long-time
(102 ns) effects are quantified. Such a result has not been reported
so far for simulations of n-alkanes with even number of carbon
atoms.

After freezing, a jump of � 100 kg/m3 in the density of the sys-
tem is observed. This is again common for both types of models
since similar reorganization processes take place therein.

The temperature profiles of the liquid systems show that they
have equilibrium behaviour after 5 ns both at 350 K and at
300 K. Hence, both trajectories were used to generate starting
structures for the cooling. The systems were cooled down to sev-
eral temperatures, the lowest being 273 K. This cooling resulted
in freezing of the system, irrespective of the type of model or the
starting temperature (Fig. 4). Since transition from liquid to
ordered phase was first observed at 278 K, these trajectories of
the bulk HEX and HEX/Surf/water were further simulated to
500 ns. The last 100 ns of the extended trajectories were used for
the structural analyses.
0 K, at 350 K and cooled from 350 K to 273 K; (B) bulk HEX and (D) HEX/Surf/water
tal data.
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6. Nucleation analysis

The first structural analysis on the model systems aims at iden-
tifying the onset of freezing and the molecules forming the nucle-
ation seed. This analysis was achieved by measuring the distance
between the atoms 3 and 14 (Fig. 1A) of each alkyl chain through-
out the trajectory. When the magnitude of this distance in a mole-
cule reaches 1.4 nm, the alkyl chain is considered frozen. This
limiting distance value was chosen to correspond to a molecule
in all-trans conformation because it is known that alkanes stretch
when they freeze [8]. The start of the freezing process was also
confirmed by analysing the evolution of the tilt angle of the mole-
cules in the first crystallite formed in each system and mapping it
onto the density profile. Analysis of the average tilt angle of the
molecules around the time of freezing managed to verify the loca-
tion of the nucleation site in the systems (Fig. 5B, 5F).

Fig. 5 summarises all described nucleation analyses for bulk
HEX and HEX/Surf/water. In accordance with the distance mea-
surement, a moment around 33 ns was determined to be the start
of the freezing process for bulk HEX. This matches the rest of the
analyses. Comparing the evolutions of the density and the tilt angle
shows the same period for the phase transition, which for bulk HEX
was � 15 ns long. Assessing the average tilt angle of the molecules
in this interval successfully distinguishes the molecules of the
nucleation site (marked in grey in Fig. 5B) from the rest. These
molecules are identified by the much smaller standard deviation
of ca. ± 4�, which illustrates their lowered mobility due to inclusion
into the seed. For the HEX/Surf/water system, the freezing starts
at � 9 ns according to the distance measurement and the time
interval for completion of the phase transition is � 50 ns. Evolution
of the density (Fig. 5G) is in agreement with the latter statement.
Systematic reduction in the tilt angle (starting at �3 ns; Fig. 5E)
is observed shortly before the global change in mass density.

Comparison between the average tilt angles of the molecules in
the first crystallites of the two systems portrays two types of
nucleation (Fig. 5B and 5F). In bulk HEX, the molecules of the seed
are in close proximity in space (Fig. 5B), which is an example of
homogeneous nucleation [75]. Contrary, in HEX/Surf/water the
molecules that are first frozen during the transition are dispersed
along the entire length of the crystallite. This is due to the neigh-
bouring surfactant surface, which had already frozen at 300 K
and serves as a template [75]. This is in perfect coincidence with
known fundamentals of crystallization for these two types of sys-
tems. This analysis also extends significantly the molecular-level
knowledge of nucleation mechanisms of n-alkanes, which was
touched only briefly in the work of Esselink et al. [19].

The results from the nucleation analysis reveal that the devised
criteria are accurate enough to single out the molecules of the crys-
tal seed at their time of formation, irrespective of the type of the
model system. The procedure allows also determining the position
of the nucleation site.
7. Overall structuring of the frozen systems

Visual inspection of the trajectories after completion of the
phase transition revealed polycrystalline structure of the frozen
samples in both model systems. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where
each crystallite is colour-coded. A small fraction of the molecules
both in bulk HEX (<3 %) and in HEX/Surf/water (<7.5 %) remained
unstructured and were trapped in-between the ordered layers for
the duration of the simulations. This observation indicates that
the process of intermolecular organization is still ongoing. The lat-
ter is valid also for the frozen assemblies. The separate crystallites
vary in size and even visually some of them are more ordered than
others. Crystallite 2 in bulk HEX and crystallite 1 in HEX/Surf/water
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are the largest ones in the respective model system. The former
contains 60 % of all molecules and the latter – 36 % of the organic
fraction. It is noteworthy that these two crystallites are also the
ones where the first seed for crystallization was formed.

To characterise the structuring of the frozen part of the systems,
the crystallites had to be separated and each of them analysed indi-
vidually. This prompted the need to devise a methodology to auto-
mate the process of identifying and isolating the crystallites. The
procedure is described in the Supporting Information, Section: Iso-
lation of crystallites from a polycrystalline system.

To analyse the global structure of each crystallite, radial distri-
bution functions (RDFs) between the centres of mass of the mole-
cules therein were calculated. Fig. 7 contains comparative graphs
of the RDFs of the largest crystallite in each of the two model sys-
tems and those of reference crystals in triclinic phase and in
orthorhombic rotator phase. The data for the reference crystals
were obtained from separate MD simulations of the two regular
structures which are known for hexadecane. One of them is an
ideal triclinic crystal (Fig. S6A) which is the thermodynamically
most stable phase for solid hexadecane [13]. The second one
(Fig. S6B) is a RI rotator phase detected experimentally for HEX
at surfactant-stabilised interfaces [13]. It features a face-centred
orthorhombic lattice with crystallographically determined param-
eters. These two regular crystals were used as templates for com-
parison that would allow determining the type of solid-state
structure, which had occurred in the crystallites of bulk HEX and
HEX/Surf/water after freezing.

It is noteworthy pointing out that the reference rotator phase
undergoes structural changes after 500 ns (the molecules tilt with
respect to the layers eigenplane), corresponding to the initial
stages of the rotator-to-triclinic phase transition. This is accompa-
nied by herringbone-type arrangement of pairs of adjacent layers.
The onset of the transition process is initiated early in the simula-
tion both in the rotator phase (RI ? T) and in the orthorhombic
crystal (O ? T). Transitions from and to rotator phases were
observed also in earlier MD simulations [37,45,47] but not this par-
ticular one. The triclinic crystal did not change significantly after
500 ns of simulation (Figure S6).

The superposition of the RDFs of the largest crystallites of bulk
HEX and of HEX/Surf/water is done in Figure S7 to the RDF profiles
of both initial ‘ideal’ references, i.e. triclinic crystal and RI rotator
phase, and in Fig. 7 to the curves of the same two systems averaged
for the last 100 ns of the reference MD trajectories. As expected,
the intensity of the RDF peaks of the reference models diminished
during the MD simulation and some of the sharp lines merged into
thermally-broadened peaks. The latter effect was more pro-
nounced for the orthorhombic structure. This effect is probably
due to the applied random rotation around the long axis of the
molecules in the initial structure of the RI phase, giving the alkanes
therein an additional degree of freedom.

Comparing the crystallites in bulk HEX and HEX/Surf/water
with the reference crystals shows that the MD-generated crystal-
lites are in a RI ? T transition. Even mapping to the initial crystal-
lographic structures (Fig. S7A and S7B) reveals that the RDF profiles
of both crystallites are aligned much better with the peaks of the
orthorhombic phase than with those of the triclinic crystal. This
statement is confirmed by the data averaged from the reference
simulations. The RDFs of the frozen crystallites are clearly aligned
to the intermediate RI ? T pattern (Fig. 7B). In the case of the tri-
clinic crystal, the number and position of the peaks do not corre-
spond to the ones observed in the crystallites. At the same time,
there is no such good match to the RDF profile of the O ? T system
(Figure S8).

The respective RDF plots for all other crystallites in the two
model systems are summarised and discussed in the Supporting
Information, Section: Radial distribution functions (Figures S8-



Fig. 5. Summary of the analyses done to determine the onset of freezing and the location of the nucleation site in (A to D) bulk HEX and (E to H) HEX/Surf/water: (A, E)
Evolution of the tilt angle of the molecules forming the first crystallite; (B, F) average tilt angle of the molecules in the first crystallite around the time of freezing (33–60 ns in
bulk HEX and 9–60 ns in HEX/Surf/water); (C, G) evolution of the density; (D, H) illustration of the first five molecules of the seed.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the crystallites in the model systems: (A) bulk HEX and (B) HEX/Surf/water. Each colour represents a unique crystallite formed after cooling from 300 K
to 278 K and subsequent 500 ns simulation at 278 K in NPT ensemble.

Fig. 7. 3D radial distribution functions between the centres of mass of the aliphatic chains in the largest crystallites of bulk HEX (red) and HEX/Surf/water (blue). They are
compared to reference systems of (A) bulk HEX in triclinic phase after 500 ns MD simulation; (B) bulk HEX in orthorhombic rotator phase after 500 ns MD simulation. In all
graphs the reference systems are in olive; all RDFs are normalised to the number of molecules and box volume to allow comparison. Correlation functions of the RDF patterns
of the two crystallites with those of the (C) triclinic or (D) RI ? T reference systems. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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S10). The main observation is that they are in different stage of
transition from a rotator to the triclinic crystal phase, with the pro-
cess progressing faster at the two surfactant-rich surfaces. Another
alternative is that the molecules at the surfaces have different, e.g.
hexagonal, packing because of the abundance of surfactant there
[13].
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It should also be noted that the rotator-to-crystal transient
phase is obtained both for bulk hexadecane and for HEX at the
surfactant-stabilised interface. The RDF peaks of the two model
systems are practically identical and coincide with those of the ref-
erence rotator phase after a 500 ns MD simulation (RI ? T transi-
tion). This is an important observation providing molecular-level
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evidence for the formation of rotator phases upon freezing of
hexadecane-containing systems. It is noteworthy that RDFs have
been used successfully before to identify solid-to-liquid phase
transition of alkanes [47] but not by strict superposition to finger-
print patterns. The current RDF analysis is also more general than
the 2D RDFs in the a-b crystal plane analysed in the work of Fuji-
wara et al. [28].

The fact that the current simulations predict the solid-state sys-
tems going through a rotator phase immediately after freezing
agrees with the experimental data for hexadecane [2,13], further
confirming the validity of the chosen force field. However, this
finding is in contrast to the outcome of a recent computational
study of Burrows et al. [49]. There, it is stated that CHARMM36
is not able to reproduce the rotator phase upon melting and freez-
ing of hexadecane. The problem in this previous report might be
related not to the force field but to the highly non-equilibrium pro-
tocol, which was implemented in the framework of equilibrium
molecular dynamics. Therefore, probably the rotator phase could
not be sampled with CHARMM36 (a force field developed to repro-
duce steady-state properties) because no equilibrium trajectories
were generated and analysed.

In order to quantify the correlation between the respective RDF
profiles, cross-correlation functions (CCFs) were computed with
the program package TISEAN [76] (Fig. 7C and 7D). The CCFs reveal
almost ideal correlation at minor lags between the RI ? T transi-
tion and the two most ordered crystallites. In contrast, the CCF of
the triclinic crystal after 500 ns simulation with bulk HEX and with
HEX/Surf/water is smaller in maximummagnitude (ca. 0.8) and the
peak is significantly shifted to larger lags. This confirms the quali-
tative conclusion made above.
Fig. 8. Evolution of the tilt angle averaged over all molecules with respect to the plane of
averaged tilt angle of each molecule as a function of its x- or y-coordinate in: (B) bulk HEX
hexadecane and (bottom) hexadecane-surfactant system are shown.
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8. Local structuring of the alkyl chains and crystallites

Apart from the global ordering of the frozen entities, the local
intra- and intermolecular arrangement within the crystallites
may be used to discriminate rotator phases. Therefore, several
types of local analyses were performed next.

Analysis of the calculated deuterium order parameter of the
carbon atoms in the alkyl chains (see Section: Local structuring
of the alkyl chains and crystallites of the Supporting Information)
shows that the molecules in the crystallites are stretched out.
The standard deviations are a very sensitive indicator of the degree
of intramolecular mobility and of the extent of ordering of the
molecules in the crystallites.

An important order parameter to determine whether a crystal-
lite is in a rotator phase, and in which one, is the tilt angle of the
molecules with respect to the plane of the crystallite (Fig. S4B).
Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the average tilt angle and the time-
averaged tilt angle of each molecule in the respective crystallites.
Crystallite 1 of bulk HEX and crystallite 4 of HEX/Surf/water are
presented in a separate Figure S13, due to their disordered nature,
resulting in high fluctuations of the angle.

Once again, crystallite 2 of bulk HEX and crystallite 1 of HEX/
Surf/water feature the most stable average tilt angle (Fig. 8A). In
the former, a shift of 2� is observed in the tilt at � 430 ns. This shift
is accompanied by further ordering in the crystallite, evidenced by
smaller standard deviation and discussed in more detail in the Sup-
porting Information, Section: Tilt angle analysis. Temporal separa-
tion of the molecular tilts along the trajectory reveals that the
transition to a more upright position is a collective process involv-
ing all molecules in the crystallite.
each crystallite as a function of time in: (A) bulk HEX and (C) HEX/Surf/water. Time-
and (D) HEX/Surf/water. Only data for the well-structured crystallites of (top) bulk



Fig. 9. Illustration of the principal axis P2 describing the orientation of the molecules in a plane perpendicular to the long molecular axis; views (A) parallel and (B)
perpendicular to the long molecular axis of a hexadecane molecule are given; representative orientation of P2 of each alkane molecule in (middle) crystallite 2 of bulk HEX
and (bottom) the reference triclinic crystal: (C) initial liquid state of bulk HEX, (D) final ordered state of bulk HEX, (E) initial and (F) final frame of the reference crystal.
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Crystallite 7 of HEX/Surf/water has the largest tilt angle of all
crystallites (haverage = 25�) which supports the assumption from
the RDF (Fig. S10E) that transition towards triclinic packing (htri-
clinic = 19.4� [1]) is underway or that different arrangement is oper-
ative because of the prevalent surfactant molecules at the surface.
It is corroborated also by a previous study of Ryckaert et al. on
C23H48 [25], where a much smaller tilt angle is reported for the
RI rotator phase. Throughout the 100 ns period, fluctuations with
varying duration are observed. This observation suggests that the
crystallite is not in its final state yet. Crystallite 6 of this model,
in contrast, is characterised by the smallest tilt angle. A periodic
fluctuation is observed, indicating that there are two states in
dynamic equilibrium with each other. On the other hand, the fluc-
tuations in crystallite 2 of HEX/Surf/water are more random at the
beginning and around 480 ns a systematic increase in h occurs. This
increase could indicate a transition towards triclinic phase, which
would explain the formation of shoulders in the first peak in the
RDF (Fig. 6A and 6F). Crystallite 3 of HEX/Surf/water has a tilt angle
closest to a triclinic phase, which periodically fluctuates about an
invariant average value. However, the RDF (Fig. 6B and 6G) sug-
gests that it is closer to a rotator phase in structure. This disparity
can be due to an ongoing intermolecular reorganization in the
transition from rotator to crystal phase.

The average tilt angles of the individual molecules (Figures 8,
S12 and S13, right panels) are rather similar along the entire crys-
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tallite, which is another verification of the homogeneous inter-
molecular arrangement. The degree of ordering of the crystallites
is reflected very sensitively in the standard deviations. The stan-
dard deviation is about 1.5 times larger (4.7�) in crystallite 1 of
bulk HEX than in crystallite 2 (ca. 3.4�). Hence, this parameter
may be used as a quantitative measure of the ordering degree in
the systems studied. In HEX/Surf/water this hierarchy is as follows:
crystallite 1 (1.6�) > crystallite 3 (1.7�) > crystallite 7 (1.9�) > crystal
lite 6 (2.4�) > crystallite 2 (3.0�) > crystallite 4 (18.2�). The smaller
standard deviations in the model with surfactant-stabilised inter-
faces imply that smaller changes in the structure occur, related
to the slower crystallisation process, due to stabilisation of the
rotator phase from the surfactant interfaces [13].

9. Voronoi analysis

After calculating the 2D Voronoi tessellation [71,72] of the alkyl
chains (Supporting Information, Section: Cross-section between
the molecular long axis and the crystallite plane) one can estimate
the average distance to the first neighbours in the separate crystal-
lites. This characteristic is another key indicator for the phase state
of the crystallites.

Figure S14 presents the average distance to the first neighbours
in crystallite 2 of bulk HEX and in crystallite 1 of HEX/Surf/water.
They are superimposed on the profiles for the respective average



Table 2
Summary of direct comparisons between the results obtained from the molecular simulations in this work and available experimental data.

MD outcome Experimental finding Reference

Excellent agreement of the simulated HEX mass density with the experimental values
in the entire temperature range studied, <5% deviation. Decrease of the mass density
of liquid HEX upon temperature increase, as expected;

Decrease of the experimentally measured mass density of liquid
HEX upon temperature increase
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Clear stepwise change of enthalpy and mass density in both model systems upon
freezing – a signature of first-order transitions

First-order phase transition determined experimentally for
freezing of HEX in the bulk and at surfactant-stabilized
interfaces

2, 13

Bulk HEX and HEX/Surf/Water freeze at the same temperature; there is a quantitative
difference of the freezing point from the experimental value, explained by the
nanoscopic size of the modelled system (supercooling)

The freezing point is not changed by the presence of surfactants 13

Crystallization nuclei form along the entire surface of the surfactant layer in HEX/Surf/
Water

Surface nucleation in surfactant-stabilized emulsions of
hexadecane is observed

16

A transient rotator phase is present in both model systems Rotator phases are registered by X-ray diffraction in surfactant-
stabilized emulsion drops of hexadecane

17

Freezing is accompanied by increased length of the molecules Alkanes stretch when they freeze 8
The HEX molecules are tilted with respect to the plane of the crystallite in both models A tilt angle of 19.4� is measured experimentally in HEX triclinic

crystals
1
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distances in the initial reference triclinic crystal and in the rotator
phase and to those averaged for the last 100 ns of the reference MD
trajectories. The peaks corresponding to the rotator phase after
500 ns of MD simulation best describe the positions of the first
neighbours in the two crystallites (Figure S14D) while the compar-
ison with the triclinic phase (Figure S14C) reveals almost no coin-
cidence, confirming the results obtained from the RDFs. In
addition, the profiles of the distances to the nearest neighbours
clearly show a distortion intermediate between that typical for a
RI rotator phase (Figure S14B, green line) and a triclinic crystal (Fig-
ure S14A, green line). Analysis of the distances to the first neigh-
bours (Figures S15, S16) of the smaller crystallites also support
the conclusions made from the rest of the structural analyses.
10. Rotational order in the crystallites

An essential part of the identification of rotator or crystalline
phases is the presence of rotation along the long molecular axis
[36]. Such random rotation exists in rotator phases, whereas pure
crystalline phases have uniform rotational order of all molecules.
This rotation may be quantified by calculating the tensor of the
moments of inertia. Then, the second principal axis (P2, Fig. 9) for
each molecule in the crystallite reveals the mutual orientation of
the molecules in the crystallite in a plane perpendicular to their
long axis. This approach was applied successfully for identification
of rotator phases in bulk alkanes [43,49].

Representative snapshots showing the intermolecular orienta-
tion in bulk HEX when being cooled down to 278 K and further
simulated at this temperature are shown in Fig. 9,C-F. Movies visu-
alizing the evolution of the P2 orientation in crystallite 2 along the
entire trajectory of this model system (Movie S1) and in the whole
simulation of the reference triclinic crystal (Movie S2) are provided
as Supporting Information. One second of the movie corresponds to
4 ns of the trajectory. It should be noted that the vectors represent-
ing the P2 axis of each hexadecane chain are positioned in each
frame at the location of the molecule in the last frame of the trajec-
tory. Hence, only the orientation of the vectors should be traced.

In crystallite 2 of bulk HEX (Fig. 9, C, D), a transition from isotro-
pic liquid to an ordered (similar to the crystalline) structure is
observed. This is confirmed by the orientation of P2 in the reference
triclinic crystal (Fig. 9, E, F). The evolution of P2 in both systems
(Movies S1, S2) shows occasional flips of the molecules about their
long axis. These rotations are much more intensive in the first
60 ns of the bulk HEX simulation, reflecting the fact that the crys-
talline alignment of the molecules is assisted by a very short-lived
rotator phase. As long as the regular translational order of the
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molecules is achieved, only thermal fluctuations of the P2 vector
are observed until the end of the simulation. Such thermal fluctu-
ations are observed also in the triclinic crystal. However, the mag-
nitude of the rotations is much smaller and the frequency of flips
with larger magnitude is practically negligible. This confirms the
above conclusions that the molecules in crystallite 2 of bulk HEX
are in the stage of final alignment of the crystalline state.

In contrast, crystallite 1 of HEX/Surf/water (Fig. 10, A, B) first
undergoes a transition from liquid state to a rotator phase. The
same orientation of the molecules with respect to each other as
in this rotator state is observed in the reference system of bulk
HEX pre-built in rotator phase (Fig. 10, E, F).

Later in the trajectory (at ca. 200 ns), a second transition occurs
from the rotator phase to a phase similar to that in crystallite 2 of
bulk HEX and in the triclinic crystal. After the second transition, an
equilibrium between the two ordered states is established with the
crystalline state being prevalent (Movie S3). The first phase formed
after freezing resembles very much the structuring of the reference
rotator phase crystal (Movie S4). This behaviour of the HEX/Surf/
water coincides with the one registered in experiments – longer-
living rotator phase than in bulk HEX, followed by rearrangement
to a more ordered state. The new insight from the P2 orientation
analysis is that the second transition is a collective process, which
needs to be undertaken by many molecules at once.

Such new type of orientational analysis extends on previous
works [43,49] by simultaneously employing a rigorously defined
physical quantity, eliminating the need for alignment of the crys-
tallite with any of the crystal planes and providing a direct visual-
isation of the molecular orientation dynamics.
11. Comparison of the theoretical results to experimental data

Direct comparison of the observations in the conducted simula-
tions and analyses and available experimental data is presented in
Table 2. This comparison shows that the simulations reproduce
rather well qualitatively, and often also quantitatively, the key
experimental characteristics of the processes studied. In addition,
the simulations provide a comprehensive molecular description
of the initial stages of freezing of hexadecane in the bulk and at a
surfactant-stabilized interface.
12. Conclusions

In the current study, a computational protocol based on all-
atom molecular dynamics was developed, which was first-time
able to reproduce effectively the phase transitions in two types
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of hexadecane-containing systems both from regular lattice to iso-
tropic liquid upon heating and back to ordered phase upon cooling.
Among four tested different atomistic force fields, it was shown
that only CHARMM36 was successful in achieving all objectives.
Most importantly, this classical potential was able to reproduce
the formation of a rotator phase in the model systems upon cooling
below the freezing point. The overall good description of the freez-
ing processes was achieved by appropriate combination of the sim-
ulation parameters, force field, and sufficiently long equilibrium
sampling of the model systems at both end points – liquid and fro-
zen. This allowed gaining several new insights by using the sug-
gested protocol, which represent progress in the field. First, both
the melting and the freezing of the systems are modeled, while it
is common practice to simulate only melting [32,35,45,47]. Model-
ling also the freezing allowed determining the onset of freezing
and reproducing the experimentally observed polycrystalline
structure of both model systems (bulk hexadecane and HEX/Sur-
factant/water). Extending the parameters used to monitor phase
transitions in prior studies [35,46,49], enthalpy was suggested as
a sensitive indicator. Up to now, the structure of several solid-
state phases mostly of long-chain alkanes was characterized [23]
and it was discovered that kinks in the alkyl chains are needed
for rotator phases to take place [41,42]. A marked novelty of the
current simulations is that the nucleation mechanism was also
assessed and quantified by a robust multi-analyses approach.
Thereby, a qualitative difference between the two models was wit-
nessed – stochastic and localized seeding in the bulk and nucle-
ation spanning the entire surfactant surface in HEX/Surf/Water.
Thus, the knowledge on the freezing mechanism of alkanes,
depending on the environment, was enriched. The highlighted
mechanisms of freezing, together with all thermodynamic and
structural parameters obtained from the simulations, are in very
good agreement with known experimental data. For example, the
first-order transition is confirmed by differential scanning
calorimetry measurements [13]. The presence of a rotator phase
in surfactant-stabilized systems is established by x-ray scattering
[16]. The simulations yield crystal lattice parameters, which are
very close to those determined with x-ray diffraction [13,51]. This
agreement validates the devised computational protocol.

Previous reports employ a combination of structural character-
istics, such as end-chain defects or gauche–trans conformations
[32,39], molecular jumps along the alkyl chain [24,36] and global
order parameters [37,38] to describe the phase state of frozen alka-
nes. In this work, the characterization apparatus is extended with a
methodology to separate and individually and more thoroughly
analyse each crystallite. The devised procedure is generally appli-
cable to solid-state supramolecular assemblies of linear or quasi-
linear molecules. Calculation of the evolution of and the average
tilt angle for each molecule relative to the crystallite plane in the
first and largest crystallite, combined with determination of the
deuterium order parameters of the alkyl chains, calculation of
intermolecular radial distribution functions, and Voronoi analysis
provided unequivocal assignment of the type and degree of solid-
state packing of the molecules. It was observed that the largest
and among the most ordered crystallites in both model systems
are the ones from which the freezing process started. It was also
revealed that the crystallites are in different stages of the freezing
process. We conjure that within the time scale of the MD simula-
tions (500 ns), the largest crystallites in bulk HEX and HEX/surfac-
tant/water have started transition from an initially formed more
disordered rotator phase to a more regular triclinic crystal. This
was confirmed visually by analysis of the orientation of the second
principal axis of each molecule, where also a collective nature of
this transition was discovered. The advanced degree of ordering
achieved after co-existence of the same two types of phases is valid
also for the surfactant-rich (C16(EO)2) interfaces.
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Overall, this computational study offers a direct illustration of
some fundamental principles of colloid and interface science at
the microscopic space–time scale, which can be used to optimize
the practical application of alkane-containing materials. In per-
spective, a systematic approach for simulating and for comprehen-
sive characterization of the phase transitions in alkane-containing
systems has been developed, which may be used for molecular-
level depiction and elucidation of the mechanism and time scale
of freezing in a diverse set of soft materials.
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